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Introduction

Writing these welcome letters
is difficult - I never really know
what to say. However, I can
say this: Welcome to MuseCon
2015, Exploring Our Muses! We
have a great weekend planned,
with lots to do, learn, and share
- whatever you are interested
in, there should be something
here for you. A lot of people
helped put this together, from
the core con-com to our
talented instructors.

I would like to welcome our
creative Guest of Honor this
year, Brother Guy Consolmagno.
He, along with our Special
Guests, instructors, and concom have worked very hard to
bring you what looks to be a
very wonderful event. I hope
you all have fun - I know I will!
Dave Ifversen, Chair, MuseCon
2015
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Maneki Neko Con

Coming 2016

www.maneki-neko-con.org
www.facebook.com/ManekiNekoCon
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Volunteering

Be a Part of MuseCon!
Do you want to:

Gophers

•

Teach a class?

•

Participate on a panel?

•

Keep attendees fed?

Want to help out with MuseCon,
but not sure how much time
you can give? Maybe being a
gopher is the answer!

•

Herd cats?

•

Throw parties?

•

Organize panels & classes?

We’re pulling ourselves up by
our own bootstraps, so there’s
plenty of room to help in all
these ways and more.
For general questions or to be
added to the Programming
and/or the general planning
(Convention Committee) e-mail
lists, drop a note to our
Convention Chair at:
apollo@musecon.org.
As part of Closing Ceremonies
(3:00-4:15 pm on Sunday in
the Lakeshore ballroom) we
will have a feedback session to
listen to your suggestions for
next year.
You’re always welcome to drop
in on one of our meetings.
Please see our website at
www.MuseCon.org for the
meeting schedule.
Feedback options will also be
available at www.MuseCon.org
after the convention.

Gopher shifts are generally an
hour long, but we’ll be happy
to have your help for however
much time you have. Gophering
includes all the little jobs that
crop up during the convention,
anything from lending a hand in
the hospitality suite to getting
copies made.
If you’d like to lend a hand (or is
that paw?), contact Operations.

Ask Me About…
If you have skills & knowledge
you’d like to to share with others, but you’re not ready to
teach a class, please consider
becoming one of our “Ask Me
About…” advisers.
Check page 23 for a description
of our “Ask Me About…” program, and if you’d like to help
out, visit Operations to request
your own badge and ribbon(s).
We’re always looking for more
contributors.
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Registration
Registration is located near the
main lobby gift shop. During the
convention, Registration will sell
convention memberships and
course enrollments (including
registration for free classes), as
well as MuseCon T-shirts.
Your badge is needed to enter
convention programming and
hospitality spaces.
MuseCon memberships are
transferrable at any time before
the badge has been picked up.
Once a badge has been picked
up, the corresponding membership can no longer be transferred and may only be used
by the person named on the
membership.
Proof of identity will be required
to pick up or transfer a badge.

Your badge remains the
property of MuseCon. Attendees
violating convention or hotel
rules or engaging in illegal
behavior will have their
membership revoked and be
asked to surrender their badge
and leave the convention. No
refunds will be granted for
revoked memberships.
Registration Hours
Friday: Noon - 8:00 pm
Sat 8:30 am - 8:00 pm
Sun 8:30 am -2:30 pm
(MuseCon 6 memberships
available)
Outside of Registration hours,
please contact Operations at:
312-945-MUSE (312-945-6873)

Credits & Copyright
Photos by Teresa Prahl; Ronald
Winsauer, Jr. and Sr.; Pixievision
Productions

All other content Copyright
2015 MuseCon, Inc. All rights
reserved.

All artwork and photos used
with permission or under
license.

MuseCon supports the intellectual property rights of our
contributors, and we are
grateful for the use of their
work.

MuseCon wordmark and Muselogo courtesy of J.D Illiad Frazer.
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Hospitality

MuseCon Munchies
If you need a break, or are
hungry or thirsty, MuseCon
Munchies (consuite), in room
304, is the place to be! We’ve
got food and drinks, as well as
space to relax and chat.
Please inform the consuite staff
(wearing blue aprons) of any
dietary restrictions. We have
marked food items to the best
of our ability, but will be keeping
certain items separate to avoid
cross-contamination. We do our
best to create an environment in
which everyone can find something to eat.
A taco bar buffet will be available on Saturday evening (6-7
pm); quantities are limited, so
please plan accordingly! When
the buffet items are gone, they

are gone. An area restaurant
guide will be available in both
Musecon Munchies and downstairs at Registration.
Additional seating will be available in Rooms 303 and 305.
We ask that any gaming be
restricted to room 303, and that
gamers understand the limited
space available and pack up
their games during mealtime
and any other busy times as
requested by consuite staff.
Snacks and drinks will be available during the following hours:
Friday: 2:45 pm – 1 am
Saturday: 8:30 am – 1 am
Sunday: 8:30 am – 3:00 pm

Hotel Breakfast Buffet
The Westin offers a breakfast
buffet in Shula’s Restaurant,
Saturday and Sunday from
7:00 am to 10:30 am (last
seating time). $15.95 for
adults, $9.95 for kids age 5-10,
and free for kids under age 5.
Details and price are subject to
change; please check with the
hotel.
5

Operations
MuseCon Operations is here to help you with whatever it is you
need. Our official space is at Registration, but we’ll probably spend
most of our time roving around. After Registration hours, please call:
312-945-MUSE (312-945-6873)

MuseCon Code
of Conduct
MuseCon exists for the benefit and enjoyment of all convention
attendees. You agree to voluntarily abide by these rules of conduct,
and you understand that MuseCon, Inc. (MuseCon’s parent corporation) is relying on your cooperation, courtesy, and good judgment.

Please note:

Any action or behavior that causes excessive discomfort to other
attendees, adversely affects MuseCon’s relationship with its guests,
its venues or the public, breaks any applicable law, code, or regulation, or causes significant disruption to convention operations is
strictly forbidden, and may result in MuseCon asking you to leave the
convention and possibly asking you not to return in future years.
The following policies are not intended to be an exhaustive list.
Please use common sense and good manners.
6

General Rules

Code of Conduct

Badges

Emergencies

Please wear your badge. Without it, you will not be allowed
into convention events or places
like the Hospitality Suite. Please
turn in any found badges to
Operations or the Registration
Desk, and check there if you
lose yours. (We may ask for
ID – please don’t be offended if
we don’t immediately recognize
you.)

In the event of fire, medical
emergency, or other critical
situation, please call 911; do
not wait for convention staff. In
the event of fire, if no one has
sounded an alarm, you should
do so. If possible, also report
the incident to Operations,
Security, or any other
convention staffer.

Parents & Children

Miscellaneous
Useful Information

Please supervise (or provide
supervision for) your children.
Although MuseCon is familyfriendly, classes and workshops
may include the use of sharp or
otherwise dangerous tools and
materials, and some activities
may not be appropriate for participation by all ages.
Children are not miniature
adults, and their behavior can
surprise even their parents;
please be understanding.
Parents and caretakers, please
be considerate of the effect of
children’s behavior on others.

Convention membership does
not exempt you from complying
with hotel rules.
This is a family-friendly convention; please keep your clothing,
costumes, and public behavior
within PG standards.
While many items at MuseCon
are interactive and meant to be
touched/handled, this is not
universally the case. Please
respect others’ possessions–
ask before touching, and put it
back where you found it.
Don’t be a jerk: practice all the
good-behavior skills we learned
in grade school.
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Code of Conduct
Legal Matters

Please remember, anything illegal outside the convention is illegal
inside the convention.

Alcohol

Weapons

The state of Illinois and the City
of Itasca are very serious about
alcohol laws. Knowingly serving alcohol to anyone under
the age of 21 is illegal, and will
result in immediate revocation
of convention membership and
a report to the local authorities.
You agree to drink responsibly if
you drink at all.

No real or realistic looking
firearms are permitted in
convention spaces. All other
weapons must be peacebonded and may not be drawn
in public areas. If there is a
question on the definition of
‘realistic’, please contact
Operations for a ruling.
Any item used as a weapon, or
in a threatening manner, will be
treated as a weapon and will
be confiscated. In addition, the
wielder may be asked to leave
the convention.
If you are required to carry a
firearm or other weapon by law
or employment policy, please
contact Operations immediately
upon registering at the hotel to
present your credentials.
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Harassment
Harassment is generally any
behavior that annoys, alarms,
or threatens another person or
group. This includes (but is not
limited to) unwanted physical
contact, following someone
around in a public area without
their consent, or threatening to
physically attack someone.
Play nice with others. This
includes respecting personal
space, both physical and
emotional: “No” means No.
Don’t touch without asking and
receiving permission. If you approach someone and they tell
you “no” or ask you to leave
them alone, your business with
them is done. Back off and
leave them alone. If you fail to
honor their request, they may
have a legitimate complaint of
harassment.

Code of Conduct
If you feel you are being
harassed, please contact
Security or Operations to report
the incident. Operations, or any
convention staffer, for that
matter, will be able to contact
the Convention Chair at any time
of the day or night. Every report
is taken seriously and will be
investigated, and appropriate
action taken. Please remember
that we need to know about
any incidents during the
convention in order to take
action.
If you feel that you have been
the victim of criminal conduct,
please notify the local police
immediately and, if necessary,
seek medical attention. Please
contact Operations, Security, or
hotel staff if you need help
seeking emergency services.

9
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Marketplace
This year we will have a
Vendor’s Marketplace set up the
in Barrington room on Saturday
afternoon. The Marketplace will
be open from 3:00 pm until
7:15 pm.
In addition to our Marketplace
vendors, Molten Studios will
have items for sale at the blacksmithing demo on Saturday
afternoon.

As of press time, our Marketplace Vendors are:
•
•
•
•
•

Sharon Knight & Winter
Chainmail by FX
Maneki Neko Con
Stormsister Designs
Jackdaw Creations

Kids and
MuseCon
MuseCon’s aim is to be a very
interactive convention, and we
want to extend this approach
to our young participants.
Although much of our programming is kid-friendly, we need
your help in creating an event
that can appeal to all ages.
We don’t have the resources to
offer full childcare, but our Kid’s
Programming staff has planned
a track of creative and fun programming for kids, which take
place mostly in Leighton, and
are indicated with a building
brick icon.

Please provide appropriate supervision for your kids, while in
Kids’ Programming; if you have
questions on age-ranges of the
activities, Kid’s Programming
staff will be glad to help.
Children are also welcome at
any activity you think they’re
capable of if no age limits are
noted. Some instructors have
age limits noted for their classes
and workshops, please respect
these. In addition, kids are
welcome to accompany adults
and listen or quietly occupy
themselves, even if they aren’t
actively participating.
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Brother Guy
Consolmagno
Guest of Honor
Our Guest of Honor this year is
Brother Guy Consolmagno, SJ.
He has served 2 years in the
Peace Corps, teaching physics
and astronomy in Kenya. He
joined the Jesuit order in 1989,
taking vows as a Jesuit Brother
in 1991, when he was assigned
as an astronomer to the Vatican Observatory where (among
other duties) he was curator of
the Vatican Meteorite collection
(one of the largest in the world).
Brother Guy is a popular speaker, giving public talks on science, and has been Guest of
Honor at several science fiction
conventions. He is a published
author, having co-authored several books on science, and on
July 2, 2014, he was awarded
the Carl Sagan Medal for outstanding communication by an
active planetary scientist to the
general public by the American
Astronomical Society.
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Brother Guy has spent time
collecting meteorites with an
NSF-sponsored team on the
blue ice of Antarctica, and in
2000 was honored by the IAU
for his contributions to the study
of meteorites and asteroids with
the naming of asteroid 4597
Consolmagno (also known as
‘Little Guy’). How cool is that?
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Special Guests
Loren Damewood
Loren Damewood has spent
most of his life tying knots. The
fascination began with knots
his older brother learned in the
Navy. While many people would
see only string, Loren saw
beauty as well. Growing up, he
was surrounded by people who
constantly made things – tools,
decorations – whatever was
needed, with whatever was
at hand. So it was no surprise
that Loren used his knot work
as decoration. The road from
fancy knot work in string and
rope to the unique jewelry he
makes today was not a short
one. His first attempts at rings
went slowly as he taught himself about working with wire.
Loren frequently makes his own
tools from chopsticks and coat
hangers and even draws his
own wire. Loren not only has
mastered the art of knotwork in
wire, he still works in string and
cord, and teaches the creation
of intricate knotwork in both
fiber and wire.
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Sharon Knight & Winter
Sharon Knight and her longtime
collaborator Winter are internationally touring musicians
in the mythic-Celtic vein. Their
penchant for combining fierce
and gutsy bravado with ethereal
beauty, a hearty dose of fantastical lyrics, and an obvious love
of storytelling has inspired their
own style, “Neofolk Romantique”. This often sounds less
Celtic and more “Folktales that
ran away with the Faeries at
the turn of the century and took
cover in an old trunk bound
for the circus, which was then
commandeered by pirates.” This
suits them fine.

Sharon Winsauer
MuseCon is extremely pleased
to welcome Sharon Winsauer.
Sharon has been knitting for
more years than she cares to
count. She learned to spin in
1996 with a drop spindle, spinning dog hair. Hand-spun black
alpaca inspired her to try her
hand at designing lace in 1998.
Lace has become Sharon’s passion. Her designs are unique, including “picture” shawls such as
“Heere Be Dragone” and shaped
shawls like “Just a Butterfly”.
She has over 40 published lace
patterns, all unique in style and
design.
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Staff
Executive Board
Liana Winsauer
Josh Esler
Dale Sulak
Betsey Langan
David Ifversen

Convention Chair
Chair:
David Ifversen

Vice Chair:

Ron Winsauer

Treasury
Dale Sulak

Technical Services
Network Administration:
Dave Ifversen

Web Administration:
Katt McConnell

Audio, Visual, & Lighting:
Dave Ifversen
Jeff Kalchik
Eric Jones
Chris Wallis

Public Relations
Guest of Honor Liaison:
Josh Esler

Hotel Liaison:

Pete Richardson

Publications & Signage:
Liana Winsauer

Logistics:

Robin Winsauer

Photography:
Teresa Prahl

Member Services
Operations, Security & Gophers:
Isaac Armstrong
Katie McNatt
Penelope Skrzynski
Jillian Denise
Rachel Esler
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Vendors:

Kerry Kuhn

Registration:
Head: Betsey Langan
Second: Rachel Tucker
Angela Karash
Richard France
Susette France
Jason Neerenberg

Hospitality Suite:
Head: Karen Edwards
Second: Kathy Horning

Ruth Armstrong
Marie Denise Czech
Joe Deer
Jan DiMasi
James (Zach) Fulkerson
Vida Goldstein
Kerry (Trouble) Kuhn
Robert Little
Rebecca McManamon
Jason Neerenberg
Jessica Rich
Paul Rich
Elsbeth Richardson
Cally Soukup
Amanda Southerland
Michele Southerland
Nicole Southerland

Programming
Chair: Xap Esler

Ron Winsauer
Pat McManamon
Karen Hawkins Kamper
Randy Roman
Jen Midkiff
Leah Roman
Gretchen Roper
Liana Winsauer
Andrea C. Hawkins-Kamper
Jason Betts
Dwayne Forsyth
Dale Sulak
Ward Christensen
Earl Forsyth
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Our Muses
Last Name

First Name

Sessions

Armstrong
Armstrong
Beach
Bernstein
Betts
Buss
Coleman
Consolmagno
Crowe
Damewood
DeVore
DiMasi
Doss
Esler
Forsyth
Forsyth
France
Golladay
Greenberg
Hawkins-Kamper
Hawthorne
Higgins
Ifversen
Johnson
Johnson
Jones
Knight
Lankenau
McConnell
McManamon
McManamon
Medic
Midkiff

John
Ruth
Ken
Mark
Jason
Mary Aileen
Eric
Bro. Guy
Lizzie
Loren
Jeanne
Jan
Ginger
Wash
Dwayne
Earl
Richard
Lisa
Cat
Andrea
Mary
Bill
Dave
Dave
Todd
Eric
Sharon
Russ
Katt
Cathy
Rebecca
Bruce
Jen

108, 115, OP08
207
202, 220
128, 227
114, 238, 308, OP02
234
206, 231
318, 323, 224, 101, 117, 213
206, 231
104, 117, 205, 211, 305, 323, OP09
113, OP04, OP05
320
219
303
OP03, OP11, OP12
OP14
220
221
120, 229
107, 208, 311
106, 124, 201, 235, OP06
105, 221, 301
117, 206, 221, 323
124, 235
213
204
117, 123, 323
319
307
109, 112, 218, 236
112, 218
220
116, 119, 126, 217, 310
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Last Name

First Name

Millard
Lynda
Moebius Theatre
Nagel
Karen
Neerenberg
Jason
Otto
Mary
Our Blinkie Overlords
Peterson
Bryan
Plaxo
Jim
Pollack
Pete
Richardson
Eslpeth
Roberts
Sean
Rocchi
Heather
Roman
Leah
Roman
Randall
Roper
Bill
Roper
Gretchen
Sabin
Katje
SamHain Press
Smith
Jessica
Southerland
Kris
Sulak
Dale
Sutton
Brenda Sinclair
Thomas
Carol
Trembly
Bob
Trembly
Connie
Tucker
Rachel
Velhurst
Leane
Winsauer
Liana
Winsauer
Ron
Winsauer
Sharon
Winter
You!
Zdrodowski
Wendy

Sessions
219
309
228, 241
204, 236
313
OP13
111
103
221
316
118, 223, 317
225, 312
116, 210, 310, 316, 322
233, 239
206
116, 121, 126, 217, 222, 310
215
110, 122, 232
125
230
OP03, OP11, OP12, OP14
102, 216, 321
209, 314
101, 105, 129, 212, 245, 306
105
302
203
214, 304, OP10
214, 240, 304
117, 226, 315, 323
117, 123, 323
127, 237, 242, 243, 244, 324, OP01
OP07
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Programming
What do the Icons Mean?
Music

Music and music-related programming.

Performing
Arts

Acting, dancing, and other performing
arts that aren’t strictly musical.

Writing

Why yes, some programs could get more
than one icon! We’ve picked one for each
item.

Blinkies &
Electronics

Tinkering (mostly) with things
that blink and go “beep”.

Dangerous
Fun

Fire and high voltage, oh my!
Includes safety seminars.

Visual Arts

2-D and 3-D arts of various kinds,
including computerized creativity.

Science

At heart, many of us are nerds, and we
can’t have a convention without science.

Knitting &
Crochet

String, hooks, and needles, and the
things we make with them.

Fiber Arts

Fabric, weaving, spinning, and all those
other wonderful stringy hobbies!

Building &
Making

Yes, lots of the other categories are
hands-on, too. But we like this icon.

Youth
Programs

Activities especially for the kids
and the kids-at-heart!

Class Registration & Kits
Some sessions are limited in
size or have limited materials
available, and may include a
fee (set by the Muse). We have
noted these sessions; please
sign up at the Registration desk
or online.

Reminder: if you did not
register for a class with that
requirement you may not attend
without prior approval by the
Muse/session host.
Kits/materials will be distributed
by the Muse at the relevant
session; these are not available
at Registration or Operations.

A Note on Allergies
A special note to people with
allergies: As a small, volunteerrun convention, we do not have
a lot of space. This means that
all of our sessions and events
occur in limited shared places
throughout the weekend. If you
are allergic to a particular substance please understand that
MuseCon cannot ensure that
you won’t be exposed to that
substance during the convention. We ask that you carefully
read the descriptions for the

sessions that you are interested
in attending – if you are allergic
to wool, for example, please do
not sign up for a workshop to
create a object made with wool
components!
Additionally, if your sensitivity
is particularly strong, we recommend that you check the
schedule for the rooms that
your sessions will be in to see if
something occurring prior could
leave traces that might lead to
problematic exposure.

Give Us Your Feedback
Please take a few moments to
let us know how things went!
Survey forms are available in
each function room, at our main
Operations desk, and through

the link on our website. Completed paper forms should be
placed into the boxes located
at the back of the Lakeshore
Ballroom or Operations.
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Open
Programming
Not all of the opportunities at
MuseCon run on a schedule;
in fact some don’t even have a
specific “home base”!
MuseCon’s Open Programming
consists of Open Builds, Solder
World, Workshop and Salon
gatherings, “DIY Session” opportunities, the Studio Group, and
“Ask Me About…” assistants!

The right side of Stanford will
host our Open Workshop,
featuring space to gather and
work on your own tool-intensive
projects in a friendly and helpful environment. Additionally,
Marlborough plays home base
to our Salon Group, a likewisehelpful and friendly gang of
fiber, textile, and visual arts folk.
Come play with us and let your
creativity loose!

Do it Yourself/DIY Sessions
Inspired to share your favorite
form of creativity with others?
We have a limited number of
rooms available for hosting
your own session. Just visit our
Operations headquarters (next
to MuseCon Registration) to
reserve a slot, then make some
signs to advertise, and inspire
your fellow attendees! Please
see our Programming team with
questions.
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Yo ur Class
Here!

Open Programming
Ask Me About…
Looking for a simple way to
get a bit of help on a topic but
missed the class? Having trouble
with a technique not covered
this year? Or there’s just this
one quick question on how that
thing over there works… We
all love the creative, collaborative, encouraging atmosphere at
MuseCon, but sometimes it can
be slightly tricky to find the right
person to help with a particular
issue.
Our solution? Look for someone
wearing an “Ask me about”
badge sporting a ribbon for your
topic. Worn by knowledgeable

people, they can be found all
around our convention. Whether
you have questions about particular topics, or MuseCon itself,
these are people who will be
happy to work with you!
Like many things at MuseCon,
this is a community effort. Do
you have skills & knowledge
you’re willing to share with
others? Please stop by our
Operations & Registration area
for more information and to
request your own badge, plus
ribbon(s) to show what you can
advise on. We’re always looking
for more contributors.

Open Builds
The left side of Stanford is
home to Solder World, featuring
blinkies & stained glass, while
the right side hosts other Open
Build sessions: a variety of freeform construction and learning
opportunities. Additional Open
Build sessions can be found in
The Salon, located in Marlborough. Please check the signs
outside each space to see what
instructors and opportunities are
available at any given time.
Descriptions of Open Build
activities begin on page 25.

Note: there are no dividers in
Stanford, and all areas of the
room will potentially host
projects involving solder at
various times. Please keep this
shared airspace in mind if you
have relevant sensitivities.
Due to the extensive use of
solder and flux in this space,
food and open beverages are
not allowed in Stanford.
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Open Programming
Solder World
Solder, heat, creation! This is
the place to work on projects in
stained glass and build blinkies.
What’s a blinkie, you ask? Why,
those cool badges made of
circuit boards and LEDs. There’s
a free beginner blinkie building
session in Solder World (Stanford) from 9:00 – 11:45 am
Saturday morning, featuring the
Atomic MuseCon blinkie, and
Solder World will be open for
blinkie construction most of the
weekend.

We have stained glass kits in a
variety of skill levels and sizes.
Stained glass techs will be available Saturday after the lunch
break until the room closes.
Full descriptions, including
pictures and prices, for blinkies
begin on page 60; stained glass
information can be found in the
Open Builds section on page 30.
Due to the extensive use of
solder and flux in this space,
food and open beverages are
not allowed in Solder World.

Muse Salon
Welcome to the Muse Salon!
From fiber to traditional art,
jewelry making, and just about
anything else you can imagine, we’re happy to have it in
Marlborough. The center of the
Salon features an open format
“come as you are” setup where
you can grab a chair & knit,
sketch, braid, etc., while hanging out with fellow creators
and crafters. We’ll also have a
variety of equipment and technique demonstrations going on,
including spinning, calligraphy,
chainmail, and costume repair.
As a backdrop to this dynamic
environment we will be featuring displays of completed
projects from our Muses as well
our guests and
24
attendees.

Which includes you! If you’ve
made something in one of our
sessions that you’d like to share
& show, bring it to our Muse
Salon and display your work for
all to see. There are no reservations required, but display space
is somewhat limited so will be
allocated on a first-come, firstserved basis.
The Muse Salon will be open:
3:00 pm - 9:00 pm Friday
9:00 am - 9:00 pm Saturday
9:00 am - 2:00 pm Sunday.
(note: all displays must be
picked up by 3:00 pm Sunday
afternoon)

Open
Programming
DIY Sessions
Inspired to share your favorite form of
creativity with others? We have a limited
number of rooms available for on-site
registration. Just stop by our Operations
headquarters (next to MuseCon Registration) to reserve a slot, make some signs
to advertise, and inspire your fellow
attendees! Please see our programming
team if you have any questions.

DIY Session
Various
OP01

You!

Open Builds
Learn advanced chainmail concepts
while making a bracelet in half persian
3 in1 pattern. Fee covers rings, finding,
and printed instructions Please bring
two pairs of chain-nose pliers. Instructor
has some to lend, but not many.

Advanced
Chainmail
Marlborough
$5 material fee

OP02

Jason Betts

Do you know what would be really cool? Arduino Robot
To build a robot that was controllable
Stanford
either with a smartphone or as a “line
$30 material fee
follower”. We could have done a crowd Limited no. of kits
Not available
sourcing effort, but that would have
Saturday
AM
required creating slick marketing videos
and webpages. But we’d rather work on
actually creating the kit! We love it, and
we know you will too. Disclaimer: smart
phone not included.
Dwayne Forsyth, Dale Sulak

OP03
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Open Programming
OP04

Bead
Stringing
Marlborough
$5 material fee

Learn basic jewelry construction and
come away with a badge holder/lanyard
or a bracelet. $5 covers beads, stringing
materials, hardware and use of tools.
Jeanne DeVore

OP05

Beginning
Handspinning
Marlborough
$5 material fee

Learn how to make your own yarn with
a drop spindle, or spend time practicing
to improving your spinning technique.
$5 for a spindle and fleece, free if you
already have a spindle (additional fleece
available for purchase).
Jeanne DeVore

OP06

OP07

Build a
Telescope
Stanford

Participants will be able to build a simple
telescope from provided materials.
Mary Hawthorn

$5 material fee
Limited no. of kits

Sewing
Resources
Marlborough

Sewing question? Sewing machine
question? Lots of questions? Bring them
to the Muse Salon where Wendy Z will
be available to work with you one-onone (or take turns). Repairs, patterning,
garment construction, alterations, sewing by hand or by machine, sewing
machine or serger, beginner or master
and everything in between. We can
work it out together!
Wendy Zdrodowski

OP08
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PG-Rated
Woodcarving
Stanford

Whittling roundtable for all ages and
skill levels. John has worked with children as young as 5, so anyone who can
print and follow directions is welcome. A
selection of tools will be available to borrow. Kits (blank wood, patterns) and a
small selection of tools will be for sale at
$3 and up, or bring your own and pull up
a chair. Discussion about all things carving - often leading into other topics…
John Armstrong

Open Programming
Sometimes referred to as “sailors bracelets” or “friendship bracelets”, these are
circular braids tied in cotton twine using
a printed guide wrapped around a form.
Open to all, but suggested for ages 8+.
Plain string is free, fancy string may be
provided to enhance the more successful
results. Bonus projects for the dedicated
enthusiasts.

String
Bracelets
Mobile

OP09

Loren Damewood

Learn how to add a Turkish Braid to your
knitting. This embellishment used with
circular knitting is simple, requires nothing more complicated than a purl stitch,
and gives the appearance of an applied
braid. Bring your own needles and yarn if
you want to take a sample home, or use
ours if you just want to try it.

Turkish Braid
Knitting
Stanford

OP10

Liana Winsauer

Do you like bats and hate mosquitos?
Wood Kits:
Then, simply, you must build this kit. Ah,
Bat House
but the big question - will bats actually
Stanford
take up residence? The answer is yes,
$15 material fee
at least where I place mine. This is a Limited no. of kits
Not avaailable
two-chambered cedar bat house; easy to
Saturday AM
build and easy to mount.

OP11

Dwayne Forsyth, Dale Sulak

This year we are bringing back the
Wood Kits:
immensely popular wood kit project, the
Birdhouse
bird house! Note: quantities are limited.
Stanford
When they’re gone, they’re gone. Limited no. of kits
Dwayne Forsyth, Dale Sulak

OP12

Not available
Saturday AM
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Open Programming
Solder World
OP13

Build a Blinkie What’s a Blinkie, you ask? Why those
Stanford
cool badges made of circuit boards and
Limited no. of kits LEDs. Never built one before? Don’t fear,
the blinkie wizards of General Technics
are ready to help you build a blinkie
for free! Many blinkie kits are available,
including new ones introduced especially
for MuseCon; see the descriptions in the
blinkie section, starting on page 56.
Meissa

Betelgeuse
Bellatrix

Mintaka

Alnitak

Alnilam

Orian Nebula

Rigel
Saiph

www.2DKits.com

Stained Glass
Workshop
Stanford

6/7/2015 5:48:31 PM f=1.60 C:\Users\Dwayne\Documents\eagle\2DKits_boards\Kit-24_orion\orion.brd

OP14

Not available
Saturady AM

The Atomic MuseCon atom, in black, is
our free blinkie; the brand-new Orion
design is our “Wow” ($10) blinkie; and
the 2nd Generation 6 LED Circle is our
“Cool” ($5) blinkie.
Our Blinkie Overlords

Oooh - shiny and colorful! And, as a
bonus, requires molten metal to build!
You get a kit with the glass already cut
for the pattern, copper foil, brass wire,
and lead-free solder. A short class to get
you going, and then as much (or as little)
help as desired.
We have four different kits to choose
from: a simple 2” by 2” diamond (free),
that you can use as a suncatcher or wear
as a pendant; a musecon mask ($15),
roughly 5” by 5”; or an 8-1/2” by 11”
rectangular panel with bevelled diamond
inset ($45); or a 14” square panel with
beveled insets ($45).
Earl Forsyth, Dale Sulak

Note: The stained glass workshop will
not be available Saturday morning, as
Solder World will be taken over by the
free blinkie session.
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Open Programming
Solder World
This 2” x 2” wearable pendant is a fun Stained Glass:
addition to our free-for-all offerings. Try
2x2 Pendant
your hand at stained glass without fear
Stanford
of failure - you will leave with a success- Limited no. of kits
fully built piece you can proudly wear.
If you’ve ever looked at a tanker truck or
a propane filling station, this four-color
diamond will look familiar: the NFPA 704
describes the nature of the contents on
which it is placed. Since this pendant
can be worn, it can describe the wearer
- from mostly harmless as shown in the
picture, to whatever level of warning
seems appropriate.
Earl Forsyth, Dale Sulak

This is a nine-piece, roughly 2.375” x Stained Glass:
2.75” stained glass kit featuring one of
MuseCon
MuseCon’s logos - the comedy portion of
Mask
the mask set one would see in conjuncStanford
tion with theater, with its history rooted
$12 material fee
in ancient Athens. Check out Thalia, the Limited no. of kits
muse of comedy, for more history.
Earl Forsyth, Dale Sulak

Oooh - shiny and colorful! It’s an impressive 14-inch square panel with beveled
insets. Each kit features different colors
and textures of glass - choose from
available options on pickup.

Stained Glass:
Panel with
Beveled
Inserts
Stanford

Earl Forsyth, Dale Sulak

$45 material fee
Limited no. of kits

This impressive 19-piece, 8.5” x 11”
stained glass panel has a 5x7” engraved
diamond-shaped bevel in the middle.

Stained Glass:
Panel with
Engraved
Center
Stanford

Earl Forsyth, Dale Sulak

$45 material fee
Limited no. of kits
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Scheduled
Programming
Friday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
101

Twenty-Five
Years of
Turning Left:
Are We There
Yet?
Lakeshore

Turn Left at Orion has become one of
the most popular guides to using a
small telescope ever published… but
the adventures of getting it written and
published were almost as much fun as
all the observing we did for the book!
Brother Guy will tell stories of the steps,
and missteps, that have gone into
various editions of the book… (with a
sneak preview of things to come?)
Watch out for those pesky wabbits!
Brother Guy Consolmagno, Bob Trembly

102

103

Polymer Clay
Fairy Doors
Barrington
$20 material fee
Limited class size

Creating
Digital
Spirographs
and
Harmonographs
with Processing
Carlyle

Learn how to create your own fairy doors
for indoor or outdoor decoration. Use
polymer clay to fashion a unique
entryway for your fairies.
Brenda Sinclair Sutton

Using some simple mathematics and
the open source Processing language,
anyone can create intricate spirographlike artwork with their home computer,
no matter their skill level or operating
system. The program includes an explanation of the math as well as the source
code used so that attendees can continue to explore on their own. Though
not required, attendees are encouraged
to bring along a laptop with Processing
(processing.org) already installed.
Jim Plaxco
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Friday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
Learn your choice of several fancy knots
tied in fine silver wire, suitable for earrings - Butterfly, Celtic Oval, or Turk’shead Mat. No soldering required, all tools
and materials provided, you keep the
earrings. Fee covers materials and tool
wear and tear.

Silver
Earrings
Edwardian
Until 4:15 pm

104

$30 material fee
Limited class size

Loren Damewood

Friday, 3:00 - 4:15 pm
NASA maintains a team of far-flung
volunteers to bring information about
spacecraft missions, astronomy, and
planetary science to interested members
of the public. Hear our Solar System
Ambassadors tell about their experiences, and also discuss recent and future
exploration projects.

Meet Our
NASA Solar
System
Ambassadors
Lakeshore

105

Bob Trembly, Bill Higgins, Connie Trembly

Oh my, how attractive you are! Electrostatic attraction and repulsion, charge
transfer, and charge by induction are the
names of the game here. We will have
several hands-on activities to demonstrate these, including an electrostatic
face-hugger! Come on down and play
with electrons and holes.

Electrostatic
Fun
Barrington
$5 material fee
Limited class size

106

Mary Hawthorne

In this session we will discuss the basics
of slam and jam poetry styles, the five
non-rules of slam poetry, and how to find
one’s voice amongst the crowd. Please
bring your own writing medium and
utensils (preferably analog)

Poetry
Workshop I
Carlyle
$5 material fee
Limited class size

107

Andrea Hawkins-Kamper
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Friday, 3:00 - 4:15 pm
108

PG-RatedWoodcarving
Discussion &
Carve
Hampton
$20 material fee
Limited class size

Basic woodcarving discussion & guided
kit carve for all ages. John has carved
with kids as young as 5 so anyone who
can print their own name and follow
directions is welcome. Parental permission required for minors. A teen or adult
buddy should hang around for those under 10 or so. Fee includes a hobby-type
knife, small bench hook and a simple kit.
John Armstrong

109

Drum and
Rhythm
Games
Leighton

Fun, improvisational activities using body
percussion and all sorts of rhythm instruments to practice listening, playing, and
playing well with others followed by a bit
of “jam” time.
Cathy McManamon

110

Basic Still Life
Drawing
Trafalgar
Until 5:45 pm
$10 material fee
Limited class size

Drawing from observation is an
essential skill for many artists, as it helps
develop the ability to effectively process
visual input and translate it into two- or
three-dimensional media. Learn black &
white shading, composition, and simple
perspective in this intro-level workshop.
Fee covers 24” x 36” newsprint paper,
charcoal sticks, erasers, and chamois.
SamHain Press

Friday, 4:30 - 5:45 pm
111

Guitar
Effects & How
to Use Them
Lakeshore

Guitar effects for any level. We’ll go over
some basics, and then get hands on to
help you create a great guitar tone, and
how to get “that” sound. Ever want to
know what a buffer is? True bypass or
not? What’s an effects loop? What order
do I put them in? This is for you.
Bryan Peterson
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Friday, 9:00 - 10:15 pm
What are Runes? Alphabet? Divination
system? Keys to unlock Norse mythology and worldview? We’ll touch on these
and more, and also resources for further
study in Runelore. No previous knowledge is necessary, but if you have your
own set of Runes, please bring them.

Intro to Runes
Barrington
112

Cathy McManamon, Rebecca McManamon

Kumihimo is a braiding technique that
can produce braided cords with intricate
patterns in colored strands. You’ll learn
the basic kumihimo technique and come
away with a bracelet or key fob. Threads
and kumihimo disk are provided at no
charge. Additional threads and embellishments may be purchased in class.

Kumihimo
Carlyle
113

Jeanne DeVore

Learn to create jewelry from just little
rings. We will be using the helm chain
pattern to make a pendant or earrings
The fee covers the rings, findings, and
printed instructions. Please bring 2 pairs
of small pliers. The instructor has extra
for loan during the class, but not many.

Basic
Chainmail
Weaving
Edwardian
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$3 material fee
Limited class size

Jason Betts

Discussion of and hands-on practice
sharpening knives, small gouges, and
other tools, especially those for woodcarving. Class cost will include a take
home strop. Practice tools will be
available, or bring your own..

Knife & Tool
Sharpening
Hampton
$15 material fee
Limited class size

115

John Armstrong

Play a favorite! Find a new favorite and
make new friends too! Your friendly
neighborhood Kids Programming folks
will bring a pile of games for kids,
workable for ages 3 and up.
Gretchen Roper, Leah Roman, Jen Midkiff

Open
Gaming
for Kids
Leighton

116
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Friday, 7:30 - 8:45 pm
117

118

Opening
Ceremonies
Lakeshore

Welcome to MuseCon! Come meet our
Guest of Honor and find out what we’ve
got in store for you over the weekend.
Dave Ifversen, Brother Guy Consolmagno,
Loren Damewood, Sharon Knight, Winter,
Sharon Winsauer, Staff

Making
Boardgames:
The Basics
Barrington

What goes into making a boardgame
besides an idea? What do you need to
get your game considered by a publisher? I’ll talk about our experience creating
Dragon Raiders (coming soon to Kickstarter, we hope) and answer questions
to the best of my ability. We may even
get into a discussion of game mechanics.
Sean Roberts

119

Intro to
DoublePointed
Needles
Edwardian
$10 material fee
Limited class size

Do you hate sewing seams on knitted
items? Want to knit small items in the
round without constantly repositioning
a circular needle? DPNs (double-pointed
needles) are the solution! Learn the
basics of the best tools for socks, hats,
small knitted toys, doll clothes, etc. Fee
includes a set of wood or bamboo DPNs
and sufficient yarn to make a hat.
Jen Midkiff

120

Fiction
Brainstorming
Hampton

Torture your characters, interrogate your
venue, take your nebulous ideas and turn
them into stories. Bring an idea or
character, plus paper and a writing
instrument, for a brainstorming gestalt.
(ages 16+)
Cat Greenberg

121

Recycled
Robot: Kids
Build!
Leighton
Limited class size

34

Using recyclable materials (paper tubes,
plastic bottles, etc) and the ever-handy
Giant Roll of Duct Tape, kids can build…
well, just about whatever they want!
Crazy fun creativity time!
Gretchen Roper

Friday, 7:30 - 8:45 pm
The human form is a key subject for
many artists, one that presents unique
challenges and opportunities to practice
foundational drawing techniques. Learn
anatomy, gesture drawing, contour line
drawing, and the basics of black & white
shading in this intro-level workshop. 18+
only, please, as model will be nude.
Fee covers 24” x 36” newsprint paper,
charcoal sticks, erasers, and chamois.

Life Drawing
Basics
Trafalgar
Until 10:15 pm
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$10 material fee
Limited class size

SamHain Press

So just what does “Neofolk Romantique”
Concert:
music sound like? Join nationally tour- Sharon Knight
ing musicians Sharon Knight & Winter
& Winter
as they take you on an auditory journey
Lakeshore
where fierce and gutsy bravado, ethereal beauty, a hearty dose of fantastical
lyrics, and an obvious love of storytelling
combine in fantastic ways.

123

Sharon Knight, Winter

A tiny steam engine & a wimshurst
electrostatic generator are just a couple
of the devices Dave has machined and
built from scratch. He will provide the
scientific background behind each of the
machines, what went into building it,
and then a demonstration of it in action.
For some of these machines, there will
be hands-on component.

Dave And His
Amazing
Machines
Carlyle

124

Dave Johnson, Mary Hawthorne

Learn how to build a double helix
using seed beads and bugle beads.
Found innocent after having your DNA
tested recently? Got a favorite fruit fly
DNA sequence? Celebrate that DNA by
stringing those special base pairs into an
item of unforgettable jewelry.

DNA
Beading
Edwardian
$5 material fee
Limited class size

125

Jessica Smith
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Friday, 9:00 - 10:15 pm
126

Campfire
Songs &
Stories
Leighton

Come sit around our virtual campfire
and share some quieter time, as we sing
together, tell stories, and generally wind
down for the evening.
Gretchen Roper, Jen Midkiff

Friday, 10:30 - Dawn?
Open Circle
Lakeshore
127

Come one, come all, whether you sing,
play an instrument, or just want to listen
to the wonderful music. At times we’ll be
jamming, at times we’ll all be listening to
a wonderful number. A bit of filk, a bit of
folk, a bit of rock…all are welcome here.
Whether it’s your first time, or you’re an
old hand, come and participate.
You!

128

Shallow End
Circle
Hampton

If you’ve been thinking about performing
in a music circle, but hesitating, this is
the place for you. Here’s a circle for those
with little or no experience. The goal is to
provide a safe, encouraging space to try
something new. Sing because you want
to, and don’t worry about how it sounds.
No one here will criticize or judge.
For those with experience, especially as
instrumentalists: If you’d care to come by
and provide backup, that would be most
welcome, and thank you.
Mark Bernstein

129
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Night Sky
Observation
Outdoors

Join us outside to observe Saturn’s rings
through Bob Trembley’s telescopes.
Weather permitting
Bob Trembly

Saturday
9:00 - 10:15 am
Learn about aerodynamics and angular
momentum. In this hands-on class, we
are going to meld hard-core physics with
the real world fun of throwing cards. Try
throwing a card; it doesn’t go very far
before it takes a sudden left (or right)
hook, or just flutters to the ground.
Ah, but with science, those cards can
fly straight, with speed, and stick into
targets. Ready to learn how?

Ninja
Playing Cards
Lakeshore

201

Mary Hawthorne

Art History? Modern advertising? The
local hardware store? Spilled milk on the
counter? Where do you find your inspiration? Ken will lead an open discussion
exploring where we find inspiration to
create our arts and crafts and discover
new sources of inspiration.

Where do
We Find
Inspiration for
Our Work?
Barrington

202

Ken Beach

Circular Gallifreyan is a standardized version of the written Gallifreyan language
seen in Doctor Who. It was standardized
by a fan, so it is not officially sanctioned,
but looks terribly cool. This class will
introduce the alphabet and the rules of
the language, show some samples, and
then translate some English phrases into
Circular Gallifreyan.

Introduction
to Circular
Gallifreyan
Edwardian

203

Leane Verhulst
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Saturday, 9:00 - 10:15 am
204

Basic
Concepts of
Self-Defense
Hampton
Until 11:45 am
Limited class size

This class will teach how to deal with
conflict from both a mental and a physical perspective: When to run and when
to fight. And if you absolutely have no
choice but to fight, how to do so
effectively. Wear clothing that you will
be comfortable moving in.
Eric Jones, Jason Neerenberg

205

Youth String
Bracelets
Leighton

Sometimes referred to as “sailor’s
bracelets” or “friendship bracelets”,
these are circular braids tied in cotton
twine using a printed guide wrapped
around a form. Teen or adult aides for
those under 8 recommended.
Loren Damewood

Free Blinkies
Stanford
Limited class size

OP13

Our Blinkie Overlords take over Stanford!
This year’s free blinkie session features
Atomic MuseCon Blinkie, now on its third
update, this year in black. This is a supereasy-to-build blinkie designed specifically
for MuseCon, introduced in 2012. More
details in our Blinkie section, starting on
page 58.
First one’s free! $5 for additional,
upgrades available
Our Blinkie Overlords

Saturday, 10:30 - 11:45 am
206

Microphone
Technique
Lakeshore

In this workshop we’ll go over the basics
of working with a microphone in live and
studio situations, how to pick the right
mic for the job, and how to use each
particular mic to get the sound you want.
Bill Roper, Dave Ifversen, Eric Coleman,
Lizzie Crowe
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Saturday, 10:30 - 11:45 am
Learn how to make your own hat.
Includes a skein of yarn and a crochet
hook. This class is for beginners who
have never crocheted before, though
advanced crocheters are welcome.
Note: instructor is left-handed, and
teaches both left- & right-handed people

Crochet A Hat
Barrington
$10 material fee
Limited class size

207

Ruth Armstrong

As in Session I, we will discuss the basics
of slam and jam poetry styles, the five
non-rules of slam poetry, and how to
find one’s voice amongst the crowd. This
session will also be open for attendees of
the first for questions/follow-up/critique.

Poetry
Workshop II
Carlyle
Limited class size

208

Please bring your own writing medium
and utensils (preferably analog)
Andrea Hawkins-Kamper

You will make 2 little books from a single
sheet of paper, with no sewing required.
By cutting and folding, you will end up
with an 8-page booklet and a multipocket booklet. All materials provided.

2 Wee Books
in 1 Wee Hour
Edwardian
Limited class size

209

Carol Thomas

Science is awesome! Our youth will be
exploring a few topics, with plenty of
hands-on learning.

Open Science
Leighton
210

Leah Roman

Learn social dancing starting with the
easiest version of swing, called “East
Coast Swing”, emphasizing communication and cooperation between partners.
We may discuss other varieties of swing
as circumstances dictate. Music will be
provided. Expect to change partners
frequently, so please do not wear perfume as a courtesy to others. All ages,
genders, species, sizes, etc., welcome
Loren Damewood

Social Swing
Dancing
Trafalgar

211
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Saturday, 10:30 - 11:45 am
212

Daytime
Observation
Outdoors

Join us outside and observe the third
quarter Moon (yes, you <I>can</I> see
it during the day!), and sunspots and
prominences on our local star through
Bob Trembley’s telescopes.
Weather permitting.
Bob Trembly

Saturday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
213

Physical
Properties of
Meteorites
Lakeshore

The material in meteorites is the
presumed starting point for planets,
asteroids, and the rocky portion of comets and icy moons. Chemical and isotopic
studies of meteorites since the 1960s
have revealed many important insights
into the nature and evolution of the early
solar system, but until recently studies
of the physical nature of these samples
have lagged behind. However, a knowledge of the density, porosity, magnetic
susceptibility, thermal and mechanical
properties of meteorites are essential to
understanding a number of problems in
solar system evolution. Our research
program so far has included such
measurements of more than 1000
meteorites, including measurements
made at Boston College. Implications
include thermal and evolution models of
solar system bodies, improved modeling of bolides, and a new understanding
of the physical stratigraphy of the solar
nebula in which those bodies formed.
Brother Guy Consolmagno, Todd Johnson
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Saturday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
Letterpress printing, using techniques
and equiment our Victorian (and later!)
ancestors would recognize, is still alive
and well. We’ll discuss what it is, what
equipment, supplies, and materials are
needed, modern resources, and demonstrate the parts and operation of a small
tabletop press. This is a overview panel
only, we will not be printing.

Letterpress
Printing
Overview
Carlyle

214

Ron Winsauer, Liana Winsauer

During the Middle Ages, the written word
ushered in a time of unprecedented
growth in knowledge and communication. But when every manuscript had
to be laboriously created by hand, they
were also beautiful examples of craftsmanship. In this class, you’ll learn some
basic calligraphy (lettering) and illumination (painted initials) techniques. Katje
Sabin studies the scribal arts with the
local Society of Creative Anachronism,
was a professional typesetter in the 80s,
and has a BA in Art Studio from UC Davis.

Introduction
to Medieval
Calligraphy &
Illumination
Edwardian
Until 4:15 pm

215

$15 material fee
Limited class size

Katje Sabin

Learn the history, care and feeding of
the bodhran, and Irish session etiquette.
Have a drum? Bring it. Otherwise bring
a medium-sized pizza box. Leave with
two jigs, two reels, and a slip-jig rhythm
under your belt.

Bodhran: The
Irish Frame
Drum
Hampton

216

Limited class size

Brenda Sinclair Sutton
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Saturday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
217

Puppet Show/
Kids Choir
Leighton

The first part of this session will involve
the kids creating their own puppet
show(s) and performing them, puppets
and leadership from Gretchen Roper;
in the second, Jen Midkiff will lead the
kids in learning a tune, writing new filker
words to it, and singing it in a round for
bonus harmony!
Gretchen Roper, Jen Midkiff

Runes II
Trafalgar
218

$5 material fee
Limited class size

How can you use Runes to tap into your
creative Muse? Use basic Runelore to
create a personal sigil (sign) to power
creativity, and make a Muse-box as a
token for your Muse. Intro to Runes or
some runic knowledge is helpful but not
required. If you have Runes, please bring
them. Workshop fee includes box and all
art supplies.
Cathy McManamon, Rebecca McManamon

219

Concert:
Cheshire
Moon
Lakeshore

Cheshire Moon is a fanciful melding of
trickster bird Lizzie Crowe and mad
hatter Eric Coleman.
These two-time Pegasus Award recipients are part of the growing music genre
known as MythPunk, bringing old gods
and folk tales into modern day, and
bringing faerie tale princesses into the
light of dark magic.
They weave journeys of song and story,
bringing their listeners along for the ride.
Care to come along?
Eric Coleman, Lizzie Crowe
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Saturday, 3:00 - 4:15 pm
Want to see how to replicate expensive
fancy studio lighting on the cheap? We’ll
show you tips and techniques to allow
you to use simple inexpensive supplies
to replicate the wonderful lighting look
that the pros with the expensive toys create. We will also show you how to use
speedlights (flashes) to light a room and
achieve professional-looking lighting.

Photography:
Champagne
Lighting on
a Grape Juice
Budget
Carlyle

220

Richard France, Ken Beach, Bruce Medic

We hold these truths to be self-evident:
That your life with a uke is better than
your life without one. That you can bring
a uke or borrow a loaner. That all players
are welcome at any skill level, including
the ones who haven’t started yet. And
that anyone who thinks a blues progression in C is “too easy” isn’t trying hard
enough (we can fix that).

MuseCon’s
Eternal
Ukulele
Summit:
2015 Edition
Hampton

221

Lisa Golladay, Pete Pollack, Bill Higgins,
Dave Ifversen

Paints and brushes and paper, oh my!
Come and create your own masterpiece!
Gretchen Roper

Open Art for
Kids: Your
Muse Calls!
Leighton

222

Limited class size

In this session, participants will divide
into teams to brainstorm ideas for boar
games (or card games). After coming up
with an idea they like, each team will
then put together a paper prototype of
their game, do some preliminary playtesting of their idea, and present it to the
group. If you already have a prototype,
please feel free to bring it! I love looking
at new games! (Paper, cardstock, and
other materials will be provided for
creating your prototype.)
Sean Roberts

Making
Boardgames:
Brainstorm
and Build It!
Trafalgar

223

$2 material fee
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Saturday, 4:30 - 5:45 pm
224

God’s
Mechanics:
The Religious
Life of Techies
Lakeshore

How does religion work in a society
shaped by science and technology? How
do scientists and engineers practice their
religions? How in particular does a Jesuit
brother, an MIT graduate with a PhD in
planetary science, make sense of Catholicism? God’s Mechanics examines the
personal religious life and theology of
scientists and engineers - “Techies” based on conversations with Techies
in California’s Silicon Valley and a firstperson confession from a Jesuit scientist
and astronomer at the Vatican
Observatory.
Brother Guy Consolmagno
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Origins of
Tarot and
Playing Cards
Carlyle

Join us as we cover the history of these
mysterious objects and their evolutions,
as well as their construction, taboos, and
ancient imagery. There will be examples.
Heather Rocchi

226

Cool Stitches
(Tips and
Techniques)
Edwardian
Limited class size

A hands-on class of some of Sharon’s
favorite stitches: horizontal stitches,
nupps, make 7 from 7, lace without yarn
overs and more. Students should know
how to cast on, knit and purl. Bring
smooth, light-colored yarn and needles
(please, no variegated yarn or mohair).
Needles should have fairly sharp points.
Sock weight yarn and size 4 to 6 needles
work well. Intermediate level.
Sharon Winsauer aka CrazyLaceLady

227

Beginning
Voice for
Non-Singers
Hampton
Limited class size
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Yes, you *can* sing! Mark Bernstein
covers some of the basics that singers
are taught, including breathing (yeah,
singers breathe differently), projection,
warmups, and diction exercises, in a
safe, no-audience environment.
Note: this is a participants-only
workshop.
Mark Bernstein

Saturday, 4:30 - 5:45 pm
Short and fun yoga that will help kids
of all ages burn off some energy. After
we finish moving and stretching, we will
head upstairs to the consuite for snacks.

Youth Yoga &
Consuite Raid
Leighton
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Karen Nagel

Torture your characters, interrogate your
venue, take your nebulous ideas and
turn them into stories. Bring an idea or
character plus paper and a writing instrument for a brainstorming gestalt.
(ages 16+)

Fiction
Brainstorming
Trafalgar
Limited class size
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Cat Greenberg

Step outside to our parking lot and see
how items and tools can be made using
a hammer, anvil, and coal forge. This will
be a functional demonstration, including
a live forge.
Note: rain-or-shine event; cancellation
only in case of extreme weather

Blacksmithing
Demo.
Outdoors

230

Kris Southerland

Saturday, 7:30 - 8:45 pm
Ginger Doss is an aspiring zen master
bridging Spirit with Song ~ Riding eclectic sound waves with a shaman’s vibe ~
rocking all your chakras and gathering
the tribe ~ It’s music that ignites all the
colors of the soul ~ puts a fire to your
purpose and returns you to the whole.
Performing with her on this visit is long
time musical soul mate and talented
singer songwriter Lynda Millard who will
add her beautiful harmonies, flute, mesmerizing bass, and uplifting songs to the
mix as well.

Concert:
Ginger Doss &
Lynda Millard
Lakeshore

231

Ginger Doss, Lynda Millard
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Saturday, 7:30 - 8:45 pm
232

Paper Jewelry
Workshop
Edwardian
$10 material fee
Limited class size

Learn how to turn paper, in this case,
the pages of a discarded encylopedia,
into beads and statement pieces for
necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and more!
Students should provide their own
X-acto knife, 1-2 needle-nose pliers, and
a metal ruler at least 12in long. Materials
fee covers adhesives, bead roller, jewelry
findings, reference packets, and other
miscellaneous supplies.
SamHain Press
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Stomp
Rockets
Leighton

Because who doesn’t love rockets?

Working with
Fur Fabric
(Make a
Tribble!)
Trafalgar

Learn to work with fur fabric by making
a stuffed tribble. The techniques are also
useful for costuming. All materials included. Participants must be able to use
needle and thread, but only very basic
skills are needed.

$5 material fee
Limited class size
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KaBooM!
Outdoors
Until 10:15 pm

Randall Roman

Mary Aileen Buss

As the name implies, this is an always
exciting, sometimes noisy, set of science demonstrations. Be prepared for
surprise, wonder, and a not insignificant
amount of learning!
Weather permitting, the show will
adjourn outside for additional, less
restrained, demonstrations.
Mary Hawthorne, Dave Johnson
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Saturday, 9:00 - 10:15 pm
Feel the Rhythm! Come join us in a celebration of the heartbeat of music itself.
Bring your drums, marimbas, shakers,
bells, hands, feet, movement and smiles.
All levels of drummers and dancers are
welcome.

Drum &
Dance Circle
Lakeshore
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Cathy McManamon, Jason Neerenberg

Singing, playing, listening - here’s a bit
of space for all this and more. Once our
Marketplace is closed up feel free to
gather for some informal music, crafting, and more of the freeform creativity
MuseCon is known for!
Note: actual start time is not exact,
depends on room availability.

Freeform
Music
Barrington

237

You!

Want to learn what it takes to ferment
honey into mead? We’ll start with equipment selection and finish with bottling
and aging your finished product and
everything needed inbetween. Note: No
alcohol will be served at this panel.

Intro to
Brewing Mead
Carlyle

238

Jason Betts

What’s an Arduino, and what can I do
with it? Learn about the open-source
microprocessor platform widely used for
hobbies, art, science and music. We will
put together a couple simple circuits and
programs.
Note: participants will need to bring
a computer with available USB port.

Intro to
Arduino
Edwardian
Limited class size
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Randall Roman
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Saturday, 9:00 - 10:15 pm
240

Dramatic
Readings of
Music
Hampton

Song lyrics are poetry, and we’re going to treat them with all the gravitas
that such serious art deserves. Or that’s
funny. Bring your poker face and your
poetry, and join us for a series of “dramatic” readings (attendee participation
encouraged).
Ron Winsauer

241

Wind-Down
Yoga
Trafalgar

Back sore from hauling things into the
convention? Neck stiff from a long week
at work? Need some relaxation time to
get you in the right mood for a fun weekend of making things? This is the class
for you! Wind-down yoga will stretch you
out in a gentle way. Focus on stretching, but you don’t need to be flexible to
be here. Options will be available for all
levels, and we will find ways to work
around any injuries.
Karen Nagel

Saturday, 10:30 pm - Dawn?
Open Circle
Lakeshore
242

Come one, come all, whether you sing,
play an instrument, or just want to listen
to the wonderful music. At times we’ll be
jamming, at times we’ll all be listening to
a wonderful number. A bit of filk, a bit of
folk, a bit of rock…all are welcome here.
Whether it’s your first time, or you’re an
old hand, come and participate.
You!
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Saturday, 10:30 pm - Dawn?
More space for singers, instrument
players, and listeners to gather and do
their thing. As with the Open Circle in
Lakeshore, at times we’ll be jamming, at
times we’ll all be listening to a wonderful
number…..a bit of filk, a bit of folk, a bit
of rock - all are welcome here.

Alternate
Music
Barrington

243

You!

Pull up a chair and add your own flavor
to the mix. This room is set aside for anyone to come in and join the jam session.
This space is not meant for pre-existing
songs, more for the love of free-form
group interplay. So come on in!
The groove is fine.

Music Jam
Hampton
244

You!

Join us outside to observe Saturn’s rings
through Bob Trembley’s telescopes.
Weather permitting
Bob Trembly

Night Sky
Observation
Outdoors

245
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Sunday
9:00 - 10:15 am
301

Pluto in the
Rear-View
Mirror: What
New Horizons
Learned
Lakeshore

On 14 July the New Horizons spacecraft,
launched in 2006, whizzed past Pluto
and its satellites. Find out what science
has learned in 2015 about the worlds on
the Solar System’s frontier, and where its
journey will take New Horizons next.
Bill Higgins

302

EnvelopeStyle Gift Bag
Barrington
Material fee
Limited class size

Sew a reusable gift bag that’s easy on
the planet and good-looking. Either bring
their your own woven fabric (not knit or
fleece, minimum 1/2 yard) and coordinating thread, or purchase the supplies pack
($7). Bring scissors and tape measure if
you can. Participants 10 years or under
must be accompanied by an adult. No
previous experience required.
Rachel Tucker
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Traditional
Rug Hooking
Hampton
$10 material fee
Limited class size

Ever admired the simple and whimsical
designs of hand-hooked rugs? Genuine
hooked rugs use wool fabric strips and
are rich with texture and color. Like all
old-fashioned crafts, rug hooking is lowtech, simple and fun! Learn the techniques and get started on your way to a
easy, fun, and wonderful new hobby (because we all need more hobbies, right?)
Wash Esler
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Braided
Leather Snake
Wristband
for Youth
Leighton

Kids can learn to do a 3-strand “mystery”
braid while making a snake wristband. A
limited number of plain wristbands will
also be available for the reptilian-averse.
Best for kids 8 and up, younger kids may
need the help of a grownup-in-tow.
Liana Winsauer, Ron Winsauer

Sunday, 9:00 - 10:15 am
Make a cuff-style knotted fine silver wire
bracelet from five feet of pure silver
wire tied into a fancy knot. No soldering
required, all tools and materials provided
to complete the project. Your fee covers
materials and the equipment loan, you
keep the bracelet.

Silver
Bracelets
Trafalgar
Until 11:45 am
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$50 material fee
Limited class size

Loren Damewood

Sunday, 10:30 - 11:45 am
The Dawn mission has been in orbit
around the Dwarf Planet Ceres, in the
heart of the main asteroid belt, since late
April. Bob Trembley discusses the
robotic Dawn spacecraft, its ion propulsion system, some of the technical
hurdles that occurred during the mission, and the latest science results from
Ceres. Bob also discusses Dawn’s 2011
visit with the asteroid Vesta, a bit of the
history of Ceres, asteroid discovery, and
how the definition of celestial bodies in
the solar system has changed over time.

Dawn Mission
at Ceres
Lakeshore
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Bob Trembly

Come and learn the down-and-dirty
basics of making your own corsets. Join
an experienced corset maker as she talks
about the skills and materials needed to
sucessfully get yourself corsetted.

Corset
Making 101
Carlyle
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Katt McConnell

Learn to create jewelry from just little
rings. We will be using the helm chain
pattern to make a pendant or earrings
The fee covers the rings, findings, and
printed instructions. Please bring 2 pairs
of small pliers. The instructor has extra
for loan during the class, but not many.

Basic
Chainmail
Weaving
Edwardian

308

$3 material fee
Limited class size

Jason Betts
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Sunday, 10:30 - 11:45 am
309

Improvisational We’ll begin with group warm-ups based
Acting
on standard improv games and exerHampton
cises. Later we will build on last year’s
exploration of stage physicality, and
then work on how a performer’s voice
supports an improvised scene. This may
sound boring and stodgy, but you should
know better by now.
Moebius Theatre

310

Fiber Fun for
Kids: Knitting
Nancys,
Knitting,
Crochet
Leighton

Your Three Muses for Children’s Programming are teaming up! Choose from learning to make and use a “Knitting Nancy”,
learning to knit with straight needles,
or learning to crochet. We’ll provide the
materials and the teachers!

Limited class size

Gretchen Roper, Leah Roman, Jen Midkiff

Sunday, Noon - 1:15 pm
311

MuseCon
Poetry Jam
and Slam
Lakeshore

This is the main event! Attendees from
our two Poetry Workshops will be given
time to drop their words on appreciative
ears. Come, bring your voice, bring your
ears, and bring you snaps. (Just kidding
on the snaps. Vigourous applause is preferred over snapping fingers)
Andrea Hawkins-Kamper

312

Calligraphy
from History
Barrington

We’re having a discussion on calligraphic
creations with medieval flair. Attendees
are encouraged to bring supplies they
are comfortable with.
Heather Rocchi
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Sunday, Noon - 1:15 pm
Learn to weave the way the Vikings did!
Thread weaving cards to create a warp,
then experiment with different ways of
turning the cards to create different patterns while you weave. Yarn, 12 cards,
and a wooden shuttle are all included in
the materials fee.

Card Weaving
for Beginners
Carlyle
$8 material fee
Limited class size

313

Mary Otto

Using beautifully silky neckties, you will
hand-sew pockets and add loops to hold
your phones, glasses, keys, pens, guitar
picks, etc. Bring a wide necktie (Muse
will have a few available for $3). All other
materials will be provided.

Silky
Cellphone
Neckpouch
Edwardian

314

Limited class size
Material fee

Carol Thomas

A hands-on class covering the basics of
lace knitting and chart reading. Students
should know how to cast on, knit and
purl. Bring smooth, light-colored yarn
and needles (please, no variegated yarn
or mohair). Sock weight yarn and size 4
to 6 needles work well.

Knitting with
Holes
(Introduction
to Lace
Knitting)
Hampton

315

Limited class size

Sharon Winsauer aka CrazyLaceLady

Introduction to weaving with rubber
bands. Projects include several bracelet
styles, animal charms and long chain
finger weaving.There will be 4-5 looms
available to borrow in the class. If you
have a loom, please bring it.

Crazy Loom
Leighton
Limited class size

316

Elspeth Richardson, Leah Roman

Board and card games designed during
our previous session will be on display
for play-testing and critique. If you have
a game you’ve created outside of the
convention, please feel free to bring it in,
too! Participation in previous sessions is
not required, if you want to play something new, come on by!
Sean Roberts

Making
Boardgames:
Playtest and
Critique
Trafalgar

317
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Sunday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
318

Brother
Guy on Ice:
Searching For
Meteorites in
Antarctica
Lakeshore

Nearly 20 years ago, Br. Guy was part of
an expedition that recovered 390 meteorites from the remote blue ice regions of
Antarctica. What was that like, how did
it feel like living on another planet, what
have we learned, and what are current
meteorite hunters doing on Antarctica?
Brother Guy Consolmagno

319

Making Music
With Arduino
Barrington
Limited class size

Microcontrollers run all kinds of small
devices, from fancy scientific devices to
your TV remote. Arduino makes them
easy to use in your own projects. Learn
how to make electronic noise makers
and instruments with just a handful of
parts. No electronics or software experience required!
Note: participants will need to bring
a computer with available USB port.
Russ Lankenau

320

Tubular
Herringbone
Stitch
(Beading)
Edwardian
Material fee
Limited class size

Now that you’re hooked on beading,
learn a stitch that creates a smooth rope.
We’ll make a 2-inch sample which can
be used as a gauge swatch.
No charge for the lesson, though you’ll
take nothing home (unless you win a
door prize!). Other options: $1 to take
home your sample, $4 for a bead mat,
bead scoop, needle, & sample. Toggle
clasps will be available to purchase.
Note: Beading experience required,
including the ability to string beads and
finger dexterity to handle small beads
Please bring a magnifier if needed.
Jan DiMasi
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Sunday, 1:30 - 2:45 pm
An introduction to the Irish language.
Learn how to meet and greet, tell people
about yourself, be polite, ask simple
questions, and fall in love with a fun
language.

Irish
Language 101
Hampton

321

Brenda Sinclair Sutton

Zoom-zoom fun with common
household materials!
Leah Roman

Rubber Band
Racecars
Leighton

322

Sunday, 3:00 - 4:15 pm
It’s been a fun weekend at MuseCon,
but now its time to show off what we’ve
learned, meet our new Convention Chair,
& say so long…until next year!
A feedback session will immediately
follow Closing Ceremonies.

Closing
Ceremonies &
Feedback
Session
Lakeshore

323

Dave Ifversen, Brother Guy Consolmagno,
Loren Damewood, Sharon Knight, Winter,
Sharon Winsauer, Staff

Sunday, 6:00 - 11:00 pm
Second star to the right, and straight
on ‘til morning! Join us for our post-con
music party on Sunday evening, starting
at 6 pm, as the creativity carries on for
one last circle.

Necro-Muse
Barrington
324

You!
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Planet Blinkie
Our Blinkie Overlords once again
present Blinkes at MuseCon!
Solder World, on the left side of
Stanford, will be open whenever
blinkie techs are available –
which means most of the weekend. Planet Blinkie also takes
over that entire side of Stanford
from 9:00 am until 11:45 am
Saturday morning for the free
beginner blinkie building blitz,
featuring the Atomic MuseCon
blinkie, this time in black . . . our
dark matter atom.
Reminder: Free blinkies must
be assembled in the Workshop
room during MuseCon. Limit
one free blinkie per badge; additional kits may be available for
purchase, subject to availability.
Due to the extensive use of
solder and flux in this space
food and open beverages are
not allowed in Solder World.
The brand-new Orion design is
our 2015 “Wow” ($10) blinkie.
The 2nd Generation 6 LED Circle
is our 2015 “Cool” ($5) blinkie.
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Most blinkies have an IR emitter
and receiver for two-way
communication with other
blinkie boards. Some blinkies
use single-color (mono) LEDs,
bi-color LEDs, or LEDs that can
display red, green, or blue
(RGB). The prices listed are the
base price for the blinkie model;
options, specifications, and
upgrade prices available in Solder World.

New Blinkies!
Orion
This is the Orion constellation, as you
would see it in the night sky, in all its
glory. The best part - with this large
(4.25” x 3.5”) blinkie you can see this
constellation lit up any time of the day
and in all weather conditions.

Meissa

Betelgeuse
Bellatrix

Mintaka

Alnitak

Ooh, here’s the really good part: this is a
fully accurate star map, depicting all 19
stars and nebula, with the names of the
major stars printed on the board!
Intermediate skill level
$10, upgrades available

Alnilam

Orian Nebula

Rigel
Saiph

www.2DKits.com

6/7/2015 5:48:31 PM f=1.60 C:\Users\Dwayne\Documents\eagle\2DKits_boards\Kit-24_orion\orion.brd

6LED Circle G2
The 6 LED circle was the first blinkie we
created. A classic, but we couldn’t resist
making improvements: better batteries,
improved circuit board design and layout,
supports giant 10mm LEDs, and a host
of other changes that takes a classic and
makes it a much better blinkie.
Beginner skill level
$5, upgrades available.
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Beginner Blinkies
Atomic MuseCon Blinkie
This is a super-easy blinkie that you can
wear on a lanyard or as a pin. The
material for this 3.25” by 3.0” doublesided blinkie is extra thin and thus it is
very light. The atomic blinkie supports
3 smart LEDs in a variety of colors. This
blinkie was designed specifically for
MuseCon and introduced in 2012. A
special thanks to MSkirvin for the artwork!
First one’s free! $5 for additional,
upgrades available
6 LED Circle G2
The 6 LED Circle was the first blinkie
design we created. When the original
boards sold out, we made a number of
improvements, including supports 10mm
LEDs to maximize blinking options, and
wider circuit traces, for a more robust
design for beginners. This 2.0” by 2.6”
blinkie has 6 single- or bi-color LEDs,
which will display various user-selectable
patterns, which can be worn as a pin.
$5, upgrades available
5 RGB
This successor to our original 4 RGB
board features longer battery life, wider
circuit traces for easier soldering, and a
clever bit of engineering which allows
either square or 10 mm round RGB LEDs
to be used on the 1.5” by 2.6” doublesided circuit board. The 5 RGB has a pinback for wearing, and will display various
user-selectable patterns.
$10, upgrades available.
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Beginner Blinkies
5 LED Sheriff Star Blinkie
Be a wild west character with this gold
five-pointed 5 LED Sheriff Star, with
special silver artwork by MSkirvin. This
4.3” by 4.3” double-sided circuit board
has a pin-back so you can wear it. It
can be built with various LEDs (single,
bi-color, or square RGB), and will display
various user-selectable patterns.
$5, upgrades available

Intermediate Blinkies
Christmas Tree
A Christmas-themed blinkie at this time
of year? We struggled with the timing,
but it does give the opportunity to make
a very special ornament in advance of
the season.
The board is 3 x 3.6” in the shape of
a natural pine tree, decorated by silk
screening, components, and, of course,
many LEDs. Even better, in addition to
batteries, there is a USB connector to
provide power for an extended run time.
$5, upgrades available
The Gator
The Gator’s snarly, toothy grin lights up
with 15 LEDs, whilst it stares you down
with an RGB eye. And lest you think
that’s all, it talks to any nearby gators
with an IR-equipped tail. The Alligator
Blinkie was comissioned to honor 2011
Guest of Honor, SJ Tucker! A special
thanks to MSkirvin for the artwork!
$10, upgrades available
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Intermediate Blinkies
19-LED Stick
How many LEDs can you put in a line
using the 8-pin PIC chip? The answer is
the 19-LED Stick: a 1.0” by 8.25” board
with a hole for hanging from a lanyard. It
has 19 single-color LEDs that will display
various user-selectable patterns.
$5, upgrades available
14 RGB LED Stick
The 19-LED Stick proved to be very
popular and Dwayne wanted to improve
on the design. The result is the 14-RGB
Stick. It’s a 1.0” by 8.25” circuit board
with a hole for hanging from a lanyard,
with 14 RGB LEDs that will display
various user-selectable patterns.
$15

The Rocket Ship Blinkie
What could be better than your very
own rocket ship? Designed with classic
and iconic rocket ship lines, there are
engine LEDS, port hole LEDs, and a nose
antenna LED. It communicates to any
nearby rocket ships in visual range. Build
one and fill your friends with rocket ship
envy!
$10, upgrades available
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Intermediate Blinkies
3x3 Matrix
Dwayne found a way to squeeze a little
more out of the 8 pin PIC (12F683), and
the 3x3 Matrix Blinkie was created.
This is a 2.1” by 3.2” circuit board, with
9 single- or bi-color LEDs that will display
various user-selectable patterns. One of
the special features of the 3x3 is the 5
push-buttons. Why 5 push-buttons?
Because Dwayne could!
$10, upgrades available

19-LED Circle
This 1.8” by 2.6” board has 19 mono- or
bi-color LEDs arranged in a circle that will
display various user-selectable patterns
or text messages.
$10, upgrades available

12-LED Circle
We try to support different skill levels,
and in this blinkie we think we nailed
them all. We placed 12 LEDs around the
edge of a 3-inch circle, an easy design to
solder. For more of a challenge we have
boards with 5mm holes that allow the
LEDs to be seen from both sides, after
bending the LED legs. Finally, we added
support for larger 10mm LEDs!
$10, upgrades available
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Advanced Blinkies
16x8 Matrix
After designing the 5x7 Matrix, Dwayne
wanted to do something bigger. He
located beautiful 8x8 matrices. We’ve
mounted a pair of them to a 2.5” by
1.8” circuit board to display a variety of
patterns and text messages, using two
buttons for selection. The board is
powered by 2 CR2032 batteries or
a USB connection.
$20
7x8 Matrix
What could be better than the 5x7? A
7x8 of course! Bigger and better, and it
includes a USB interface for both extended run time, plus the ability to customize
the first scrolling text message.
The board is 1.95” by 3.2” rectangle that
can be worn as a pin, with 56 single
color LEDs that will display various userselectable patterns and text messages.
Advanced skill level,
$10, upgrades available
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RGB 4x4x4 Cube
If you are up for the challenge, we have
the blinkie for you: the 4x4x4 GRB Cube!
Watch as colors wash from side to side,
corner to corner, up/down, fading in and
fading out. 64 RGB LEDs, each individually firing to create an array of mesmerizing patterns. Although designed to
be easy to build, it is the equivalent of
building four regular blinkie kits. As always, we’ll be ready to provide as much
or as little assistance as you require in
the workshop room, and as much time
as you need. This is a really big blinkie.
Please allow plenty of time and patience!
$80

Advanced Blinkies
24-LED Sphere
Looking for something really spectacular?
Two of the 12-LED Circles (found under
Intermediate skill level) can interlock,
forming a 3-dimensional sphere of 24
LEDs. This design has two buttons to
select the pattern.
$15, upgrades available

4x4 RGB Matrix
Dwayne used the same trick used for the
12 LED Circle/24 LED RGB Sphere, designing the base of the 4x4x4 RGB Cube to
be a standalone 4x4 RGB Matrix. Watch
as colors wash from side to side, corner
to corner, up/down, fading in and fading
out as 16 RGB LEDs individually fire.
$35

8x8 RGB Matrix
This is a wearable showpiece for the
blinkie connoisseur! Like the cube and
4x4 matrix, patterns are created by 64
RGB LEDs. The display is slightly larger
than the board, so kits can be tiled to
create a larger panel. A full USB interface
allows programming in addition to the
internally-stored patterns. Three different
power options are available: standard
AAA battery, rechargable AAA, or USB.
The display is based on a 2.4” by 2.4”
double-sided circuit board with a pinback. Although designed to be easy to
build, it is the equivalent of building four
regular blinkie kits.
$45
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117:
Opening
Ceremonies

10:30 127:
11:45 pm Open Circle

& Winter
Concert

9:00 123:
10:15 pm Sharon Knight

6:00 7:15 pm
7:30 8:45 pm

OP01:
DIY Session

118:
Making Boardgames 1

112:
Intro to Runes

111:
Guitar Effects

4:30 5:45 pm

102: $R
Polymer Clay
Fairy Doors

101:
25 Years of
Turning Left

105:
106: $R
Meet Our NASA Electrostatic
SSAs
Fun

Barrington

Lakeshore

3:00 4:15 pm

Friday
1:30 2:45 pm

115: $R
Knife & Tool
Sharpening

108: $R
PG Woodcarving

Hampton

128:
Shallow End
Circle

119: $R
120: R
Intro to
Fiction
Double-Pointed Brainstorming
Needles

Dinner Break

114: $R
Basic
Chainmail

104: $R
Silver Earrings

Edwardian

124:
125: $R
Dave’s Amazing DNA Beading
Machines

OP01:
DIY Session

113:
Kumihimo

107: R
Poetry Workshop I

103:
Digital
Spirographs

Carlyle

Friday Programming

110: $R
Basic Still Life
Drawing

Trafalgar

126:
Campfire
Songs/Stories

121: R
122: $R
Recycled Robot Life Drawing
Basics

116:
Open Gaming
for Kids

109:
Drum &
Rhythm Games

Leighton

129:
Night Sky
Observation

Parking Lot

224:
God’s
Mechanics

4:30 5:45 pm

215: $R
Introduction
to Medieval
Calligraphy &
Illumination
221:
2015 Ukulele
Summit

216: R
Bodhran: The
Irish Frame
Drum

225:
226: R
227: R
Tarot & Playing Cool Stitch Tip/ Beginning
Cards Origins Techniques
Voice for NonSingers

220:
Photography:
Budget Lighting

214:
Letterpress
Printing Overview

Leighton

228:
Youth Yoga &
Consuite Raid

222: R
Open Art for
Kids: Your
Muse Calls!

217:
Puppet Show/
Kids Choir

210:
Open Science

204: R
205:
Basic Concepts Youth String
of Self-Defense Bracelets

Hampton

Lunch Break

209: R
2 Wee Books in
1 Wee Hour

203:
Circular
Gallifreyan

Edwardian

$ = Material fee, see description R = Limited class size, pre-registration recommended

219:
MuseCon
Cheshire Moon Marketplace
Concert
until 7:30 pm

213:
Physical
Properties of
Meteorites

Technique

208: R
Poetry
Workshop II

OP01:
DIY Session

202:
Finding
Inspiration

207: $R
Crochet A Hat

Carlyle

Barrington

3:00 4:15 pm

Noon 1:15 pm
1:30 2:45 pm

10:30 206:
11:45 am Microphone

Cards

Saturday Lakeshore
9:00 201:
10:15 am Ninja Playing

229: R
Fiction
Brainstorming

223: $
Making Boardgames 2

218: $R
Runes II

211:
Social Swing
Dancing

Trafalgar

Saturday Morning-Afternoon Programming

230:
Blacksmithing
Demo

212:
Daytime
Observation

Parking Lot

243:
Alternate
Music

10:30 242:
11:45 pm Open Circle

238:
Intro to Brewing Mead

OP01:
DIY Session

Carlyle

232: $R
Paper Jewelry
Workshop
239: R
Intro to
Arduino

Hampton

OPO1:
DIY Sessions - various locations
OP08:
OP02: $R Advanced Chainmail - Marlborough
OP09:
OP03: $R Arduino Robot - Not available Saturday morning
OP10:
OP04: $ Bead Stringing
OP11: $R
OP05: $ Beginning Handspinning
OP12: R
OP06: $ Build a Telescope
OP13:
OP07:
Sewing Resources
OP14: $R
* Free blinkie session Saturday morning, general Build-a-Blinkie all weekend
$ = Material fee, see description R = Limited class size, pre-registration recommended

233:
Stomp Rockets

Leighton

241:
Wind-Down
Yoga

234: $R
Make a
Tribble!

Trafalgar

245:
Night Sky
Observation

235:
KaBooM!

Parking Lot

PG-Rated Woodcarving
String Bracelets - Mobile - various locations
Turkish Braid Knitting
Wood Kit: Bat House - Not available Saturday morning
Wood Kit: Birdhouse - Not available Saturday morning
Build a Blinkie*
Stained Glass Workshop - Not available Saturday morning

244:
Music Jam

240:
Dramatic Readings of Music

Dinner Break

Edwardian

Open Builds - Stanford, unless noted

Circle

237:
Freeform
Music

Barrington

9:00 236:
10:15 pm Drum & Dance

Lynda Millard
Concert

Saturday Lakeshore
6:00 7:15 pm
7:30 231:
8:45 pm Ginger Doss &

Saturday Evening Programming

318:
Brother Guy
on Ice

323:
Closing
Ceremonies &
Feedback

1:30 2:45 pm

3:00 4:15 pm

OP01:
DIY Session

313: $R
Card Weaving
for Beginners
320: R
Tubular
Herringbone

Leighton

309:
Improvisation
Acting

321:
Irish Language
101

322:
Rubber Band
Racecars

316: R
Crazy Loom

310: R
Fiber Fun
for Kids

303: $R
304:
Traditional Rug Braided Snake
Hooking
Wristband

Hampton

314: R
315: R
Silky Cellphone Knitting with
Neckpouch
Holes

308: $R
Basic
Chainmail

OP01:
DIY Session

Edwardian

$ = Material fee, see description R = Limited class size, pre-registration recommended

324:
Necro-Muse
6:00 - 11:00
pm

319: R
Making Music
With Arduino

312:
Calligraphy
from History

311:
Poetry Jam
& Slam

Noon 1:15 pm

at Ceres

307:
Corset Making
101

OP01:
DIY Session

302: $R
Envelope-Style
Gift Bag

OP01:
DIY Session

Carlyle

Barrington

10:30 306:
11:45 am Dawn Mission

Rear View
Mirror

Sunday Lakeshore
9:00 301:
10:15 am Pluto in the

Sunday Programming

OPO1:
DIY Session

317:
Making Boardgames 3

305: $R
Silver
Bracelets

Trafalgar

Parking Lot

Constructing

Our Muses

M

with our Guests of Honor

Theodore Gray
& Nina Paley
August 5-7, 2016

at the Westin Chicago Northwest,Itasca, IL

www.MuseCon.org

